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With more than 600,000 copies sold in hardcover, I Spy Fun House features rhyming riddles and

search-and-find photographs!Thirteen amazing photographs filled with fun objects to

search-and-find! Contents includes "Balloons for Sale," "The Laughing Clown," "Fun House Mirror,"

"Circus Band," "Mirror Maze," and more!More than 600,000 copies of I Spy Fun House have been

sold in hardcover!
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My 21-month-old son loves trains, cars, buses, tractors, diggers, motorbikes... anything he can roll

along on their little wheels. I brought him to the library one day and he picked up this book and thus

began our fascination with the I-Spy series. This clever book has green cars, police cars, zooming

airplanes, a long choo-choo train etc hidden in places that challenges a toddler to seek out. It

actually isn't all that easy! (I missed the kitty cat face for a while...) A wonderful book to read with

eye-catching illustrations and catchy rhymes.

This is a "I spy" book for beginners. My 2 1/2 old was mesmerized by it the first time he saw it and

immediately asked me to "read it again". However, he found all but one of the objects relatively

quickly the first time around and now it won't take him more than one minute to go through the

whole book. I encourage him to look for objects that are not featured on the left pages to make it

more challanging.



Bought this for my 2-year-old. We look for the items the book suggests we find and then we just look

for other things in the pictures. He has a language delay so this is a GREAT book for practicing

words and connecting words and pictures/objects. And of course, it is all about cars, plains, bikes,

etc. which are his favorite things!

Bought my two year old nephew the one of the Christmas I Spy books, and my sister called me to

tell me how much he loves it, and she needed to get him another one because every night he asks

for "I Spy" and she and daddy are sick of it! So, I bought him three more. I Spy Fun House,

Treasure Hunt and Fantasy. I was worried that they would be too hard for him, but he loves looking

at all the beautiful pictures and every night he notices/finds more and more! This series is fantastic,

and he will sit for a solid hour with these books! Love them!

While my 18 month old does not find the pictures himself yet, you can see his little brain working

when I point to the pictures on one page and then find them on the other. Cute simple rhymes too

and he loves anything with wheels so it's great!

Hard board pages are nice for 2 year old and he loves finding the hidden pictures for me. Seemed

to be hidden right for this age to find. I also bought the I Spy a Balloon but that was paper pages

and some pictures were much darker. Also more challenging for him to find some items as you go

through that book. Another year for the balloon I spy. The wheels fits a 2 year old nicely.

We can spend a good hour flipping through these I Spy books and looking for different toys. It is

really hard to keep my 2 year old son engaged for so long but we like looking through these books

before bed.

I spy books never disappoint. They have colorful pictures and simple text that is great for infants and

toddlers to enjoy with a parent. Their are also excellent for beginning readers because the picture

clues are right there to help new readers decipher the text. My son loved his "I spy" books in his

preschool years, and I love passing on the tradition by gifting them to friends and family.
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